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Abstract—This paper presents a computational framework for providing affective labels to real-life situations, called A-Situ. We first
define an affective situation, as a specific arrangement of affective entities relevant to emotion elicitation in a situation. Then, the
affective situation is represented as a set of labels in the valencearousal emotion space. Based on physiological behaviors in response
to a situation, the proposed framework quantifies the expected emotion evoked by the interaction with a stimulus event. The
accumulated result in a spatiotemporal situation is represented as a polynomial curve called the affective curve, which bridges the
semantic gap between cognitive and affective perception in real-world situations. We show the efficacy of the curve for reliable emotion
labeling in real-world experiments, respectively concerning 1) a comparison between the results from our system and existing explicit
assessments for measuring emotion, 2) physiological distinctiveness in emotional states, and 3) physiological characteristics correlated
to continuous labels. The efficiency of affective curves to discriminate emotional states is evaluated through subject-dependent
classification performance using bicoherence features to represent discrete affective states in the valencearousal space. Furthermore,
electroencephalography-based statistical analysis revealed the physiological correlates of the affective curves.
Index Terms—Affective Labeling, Emotion Recognition, Electroencephalography, Implicit Tagging, Psychological Behaviors, Real-life
Situation, Wearable Devices
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1 INTRODUCTION
EMOTION with supervised training datasets has receivedmuch attention in recent years, because it facilitates the
understanding of emotional interactions between humans
and computers by measuring emotional states such as joy,
excitement, and fear. However, obtaining a massive amount
of well-labeled data is usually very expensive and time-
consuming. Although there have been advances in the an-
notation of emotional states in various environments, most
cases depend on the participant’s self-assessment [1], [2], [3].
Apart from some existing issues with validity and corrobo-
ration (e.g., participants may not answer with exactly how
they are feeling, but instead give responses similar to those
they expect others would likely provide) [4], this kind of re-
porting can only gather immediate human affective output
in numerical form, providing only a limited understanding
of complex emotional conditions and affective dynamics
in daily life. Hence, it is critical to provide an automatic
method for labeling human emotions elicited in real-life
situations
However, quantifying emotional responses based on the
understanding of emotional interactions in real-world sit-
uations is challenging. It requires a cognitive understand-
ing of the real-world objects that humans interact with
and a determination of the expected affective level of the
humans emotions based on the interaction. In response
to this challenge, we start by defining the term “affective
situation,” as a specific arrangement of affective entities in a
spatiotemporal domain. Affective entities can be any of the
real-world objects that people encounter and interact with
in a place at a given time. Next, we present a computational
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framework to model and represent affective situations for
labeling of real-life situations, called A-Situ. To model affec-
tive situations, the system derives pairs of emotion labels in
the valencearousal space from low-level features extracted
from a psychological behavior sequence in a target situation.
Our model is mainly intended to estimate emotional
adaptability to a situation in order to label emotional states
underlying 1) affective response, 2) approach and with-
drawal motivation, and 3) self-contentment, based on the ex-
tracted features in a sequence. The proposed framework rep-
resents an affective situation as a polynomial curve called
the “affective curve,” which is fitted to a set of points over
the valencearousal emotion space. Furthermore, we aim to
model and represent affective situations in real-world en-
vironments. To gather such environmental information, we
design a wearable device that can be comfortably worn to
allow users to act freely in everyday situations. consisting of
a frontal camera, an accelerometer, and small physiological
sensors. We use the data collected from our device to learn
and represent affective situations and to provide proper
affective labels to support learning of physiological changes
in emotion recognition. Furthermore, modeling affective
situations allows us to understand life content or material
in human interaction, and representing these situations can
determine the level of a persons expected feeling based on
the interaction.
The distinct contributions of the proposed system, called
A-Situ, as against existing systems are as follows:
• Affective Situation Representation: We introduce a
polynomial curve called the “affective curve,” which
is a set of cumulative points on the valencearousal
emotional space over time in a situation and repre-
sents affective dynamics in real-world environments.
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Fig. 1. (a) Distribution of emotions in valence-arousal (V-A) space (b)
Parabolic shape of the V-A emotion space
• Affective Situation Modeling: Given a psychological
behavior sequence in a given situation, we detect
the expected feeling and track its changes. To model
changes in the situation, we present three compo-
nents: motivation, motion, and contentment. They re-
flect emotional responses to a situation’s underlying
low-level features.
• Physiological experiments to validate the effects of
affective labels produced by A-Situ as ground truth:
We evaluate the proposed system over a long time
series of life-logging data, covering multiple days in
real-world scenarios. The evaluation involves inves-
tigating and analyzing the characteristics of brain
signals related to different affective labels. Elec-
troencephalography (EEG)based statistical analysis
reveals that physiological responses correlate to con-
tinuous affective labels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we provide a theoretical background and overview of previ-
ous studies in emotion recognition related to affective label-
ing. Section 3 presents our A-Situ system, with the following
subsections: 1) affective situation learning, 2) affective situ-
ation representation. In Sections 4 and 5, we evaluate the
performance of A-Situ using a real-world dataset collected
using our wearable device and explore how brain activity is
correlated with emotional changes annotated by our system.
In Section 6, we show some interesting cases that involve
analyzing physiological characteristics to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our system. We conclude this article with
perspectives on future work.
2 BACKGROUND
Providing labels with emotional tagging enhances multi-
disciplinary areas, processing different types of multimedia
data such as images, videos, and texts. It quantifies affective
responses to stimuli underlying affect dimensions in two
ways: explicit and implicit tagging.
According to Bradley [5] and Russel and Mehrabian [6],
human emotion can be conceptualized in three major di-
mensions of connotative meaning: valence (V), arousal (A),
and dominance (D). Valence refers to the type of emotion
and characterizes emotional states or responses ranging
from unpleasant or negative feelings to pleasant, happy, or
positive feelings. Arousal is the intensity of emotion and
characterizes emotional states or responses ranging from
sleepiness or boredom to frantic excitement. Dominance
distinguishes emotional states having similar valence and
arousal, ranging from “no control” to “full control”. For
instance, the emotions of grief and rage have similar valance
and arousal values but different dominance values. The
entire scope of human emotions can be represented as a
set of points in the three-dimensional (3D) VAC coordinate
space. Conversely, each basic emotion can be represented as
a bipolar entity [7], characterizing all emotions by valence
and arousal, and different emotional labels can be plotted
at various positions on this two-dimensional VA plane (see
Fig. 1a).
Although several studies aim to collect a wide range of
emotions using audio-visual content [8], [9], recent stud-
ies have found that affective responses mapped onto the
emotional coordinate system are roughly parabolic (see
Fig. 1b) [10], [11]. For example, Dietz and Lang [12] used
the parabolic surface to assign temperament, mood, and
emotion to define the personality of an affective agent.
2.1 Affect Labeling: Explicit and Implicit Methods
The explicit approach provides labels by asking users to
report their feeling in response to given events or stim-
uli. For instance, the International Affective Picture System
(IAPS) has been a popular dataset; in it, an explicit self-
reporting tool such as the SAM has been used to acquire
affective labels [13]. The SAM is a picture-based assessment
technique used to measure emotional response to a wide
variety of stimuli associated with valence from positive to
negative, arousal from high to low, and dominance from low
to high. Dynamic assessments, such as ambulatory assess-
ment [1] and ecological momentary assessment [3], allow
the opportunity to assess contextual information about a
behavior, and serve as real-time self-report methods to mea-
sure behavior and experiences in peoples daily lives. The
assessments collect data from various devices, such as smart
phones and mobile physiological devices. For instance, for
the assessment of emotions and cognitions associated with
eating habits, participants may be asked to answer questions
on a smart phone each time it beeps and before and after all
meals and snacks. Affective labels obtained from explicit
self-reporting tools have been considered ground-truth data
for emotional states [14] and used to build reliable emotion
recognition systems [15]. At the same time, a major draw-
back of the explicit approach to labeling human emotions is
the intrusiveness of the reporting procedure. Furthermore,
obtaining a massive amount of hand-labeled data is very
expensive and time-consuming.
Conversely, the implicit affective labeling approach is
unobtrusive, as labeling is obtained by exposing users to
stimuli and recording their responses. In emotion recogni-
tion work, visual and motion features have been important
elements for tagging emotions in different types of mul-
timedia data, such as images and videos. Joho et al. [16]
used facial change characteristics to label human emotions.
Simmons et al. [17] studied object motion as a visual feature
in response to human affect and showed that increasing
the motion intensity could also lead to increased levels of
emotional arousal. Zhang et al. [18] developed a method to
characterize arousal using motion intensity and shot change
3rate in video clips. Hanjalic et al. [19] used motion activity
to determine arousal levels and represented continuous
change of arousal as a curve. However, implicit methods
like these have limits as far as a cognitive understanding
of the real-world objects that humans interact with, since
they have perceived emotions based on the scene as “un-
derstanding.”
2.2 Psychological Behaviors
An alternative to the above implicit approaches is to extract
emotional features of psychological behaviors and associate
them with emotional states. In this paper, we focus on de-
veloping psychological components in response to stimuli.
Approachavoidance theory describes action tendencies in
response to emotion evoked by a stimulus event. The main
proposition of the theory is that approach tendencies emerge
toward positive stimuli and avoidance tendencies for neg-
ative stimuli. Krieglmeyer and Deutsch [20] conducted
experiments to compare measures of approachavoidance
behaviors for sensitivity and criterion-validity. The results
showed that a manikin task outperformed joystick tasks in
this regard due to the means of distance change, such as (the
manikin) running towards the object instead of (the joystick)
moving it. Many studies have proposed methods to label
emotional difference based on psychological behaviors. For
example, arm movements such as flexion and extension
have been investigated to reveal positive and negative in-
teractions between emotional stimuli and responses to ap-
proach and avoidance behaviors [21]. Seibt et al. [22] used a
joystick to determine whether positive and negative stimuli
facilitate approach and withdrawal behaviors, respectively.
Participants were instructed to control the joystick by either
pulling it to increase the size of the stimuli or pushing it
to decrease the size. Seibt et al.’s metric could discriminate
between approach and avoidance behaviors in teenagers
reacting to a positive or negative stimulus. However, the
studies cited here are restricted to controlled experimental
settings, require the use of specific equipment, and use
limited-perception tasks in which participants are not inter-
acting in real time with the system. In contrast, our system
aims to label emotions by detecting the expected feeling and
tracking its changes from a psychological behavior sequence
in real-world situations.
2.3 Physiological Sensors in Emotion Recognition
Physiological measurement has been a key to understand-
ing emotions. Several studies on emotion detection have
advanced significantly in many ways over the past few
decades [23]. EEG measurement refers to the recording
of the brain’s electrical activity with multiple electrodes
placed on the scalp. Its very high temporal resolution is
valuable to real-world applications despite its low spatial
resolution on the scalp [24]. Moreover, mobility techniques
of non-invasive EEG have extended their usage to the
field of brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), external devices
that communicate with the users brain [25]. Peripheral
physiological signals such as skin conductance, heart rate,
and breathing rate have been also carried out in emotion
assessment [26]. In these measurements, distinct or peaked
changes of physiological signals in the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) elicited by specific emotional states at a single
instantaneous time have been considered as candidates. Due
to the simplicity, they have been used to develop wearable
biosensors in clinical applications such as detecting mental
stress in daily life [27]. However, this approach is limited
and cannot be used to fully describe emotion elicitation
mechanisms due to their complex nature and multidimen-
sional phenomena. In our work, EEG is the most suitable
choice among available physiological measurements since it
measures the brain dynamics that control thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors.
3 AFFECTIVE SITUATION LABELING SYSTEM
A-Situ defines an affective situation in order to represent
and model it as a set of points in the valence-arousal
emotion space.
Definition 3.1. Affective Situation: An affective situation
Sit is a specific arrangement of affective entities relevant to
emotion elicitation in situation i at time t ∈ Ti
Sit = (Mit, Eit , Ti), (1)
whereMit is an egocentric image sequence, Eit is an accelerom-
eter sequence, Ti is the length of situation i.
Fig.2 shows the entire framework of A-Situ. The system
provides affective labeling from an affective situation in
real-world scenarios. To quantify the feeling evoked in a
situation, A-Situ focuses on learning and representing an
affective situation. At each time t, our system takes an
egocentric image Mit and uses auxiliary accelerometer dataE it sequences as inputs, outputting a set of two emotional
points Lit over valence-arousal space. The learned points are
represented as a polynomial curve called affective curve.
Lˆ1:t = arg max
(V,A)∈L
p(L1:t|S1:t) (2)
3.1 Affective Situation Learning
In a given situation, we can observe several affective expres-
sions. As described in Section 2, the following factors can be
used to model these emotional phenomena in terms of arousal
and valence:
• Motion: The influence of object motion on human emo-
tional response has revealed that an increase in motion
intensity causes an increase in arousal.
• Motivation: Some theories regard affective valence to be
tightly coupled with motivational direction, such that
positive affect is associated with approach motivation
and negative affect is associated with avoidance moti-
vation
• Contentment: Attitudes toward discrete emotions pre-
dict emotional situation selection. For instance, more
positive attributes toward “excited” are more likely to
express interest in adapting “excited”-evoking stimuli
with self-contentment.
Based on the three factors, A-Situ produces valence V and
arousal A values, imposing spatial constraints on valence-
arousal space, based on the following criteria.
• Comparability: This ensures that the values of arousal,
valence, and the resulting affect curve obtained in dif-
ferent situations for similar types of emotional behavior
are comparable. This criterion naturally imposes nor-
malization and scaling requirements when computing
time curves.
4Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed A-Situ system. For every timestamp, our system recognizes the expected feeling based on a person’s behaviors
in a situation. A set of expected feelings in an affective situation is represented by a curve called affective curve.
• Compatibility: This ensures that the shape of the affect
curve reflects the situation at a particular given time in
the valencearousal emotion space. When the situation
ends, the appearance of the curve becomes a roughly
parabolic contour of the 2D emotion space.
• Smoothness: This describes the degree of emotional
retention of preceding frames in the current frame. It
ensures that the affective ratio of the content related
to eliciting human emotions does not change abruptly
between consecutive frames of a situation.
The proposed system uses general functionsA(S) and V(S)
for arousal and valence in an affective situation S. The two
functions have the appropriate form of functions to integrate
the three components: motion, motivation, and contentment
components as given above.
3.1.1 Motion Component of Emotional Responses
To calculate the motion component m(Sit), A-Situ estimates the
motion of objects in situation i at time t. The system first uses
optical flow estimation to characterize and quantify the motion
of affective objects between adjacent frames; then, the average
magnitude of all estimated motion vectors formulates motion
activity
m¯(Sit) = 1
B|~vmax| (
B∑
k=1
| ~vk(t)|), (3)
where ~vk(t) is the motion vector k and B is the number of
motion vectors at time t. To suppress motion artifacts, we used
accelerometer data Eit in the motion component m(Sit).
m(Sit) = (1−G(Eit )) · m¯(t), (4)
where G(·) is the Gaussian smoothed results normalized be-
tween 0 and 1. Note that 1 − G(Eit ) implies that an increase in
motion artifacts causes a decrease in arousal, because motion
artifacts are not actual factors of motion activities.
3.1.2 Motivation Component of Emotional Approach-
Withdrawal Behaviors
The motivation component is derived in two stages. It aims to
compute emotional saliency within visually attentive areas. We
first detect the participant’s intention regarding visual atten-
tion. Predicting the location of visual attention maintained at a
certain fixation point can be done with saliency prediction or
detection. To obtain the most salient region in an image frame,
we used the saliency-attentive (SA) model, as in [28], in which
human eye fixations during a scene were predicted by building
a convolutional long short-term memory (ConvLSTM) with a
set of features computed by dilated convolutional networks
(DCN) and multiple learned gaze priors as a salient object
detector.
In an affective situation, ConvLSTMs take visual features
extracted from images and refine them in the prior learned
module. More specifically, they compute an attention map by
convolving the previous hidden state and the input, producing
the output as a normalized saliency spatial map through the
softmax operator in the output layer. Given the final saliency
map, which is a probability map with values within [0, 1],
we generate a binary saliency map with a threshold th. Then,
the white area in the binary saliency map becomes the prime
fixation area to which the participant applies visual attention.
Fig. 4 shows saliency predictions for sample images using the
output of a ConvLSTM module at different timesteps as an
input to the rest of the model. Within the area of saliency
prediction, we compute emotional saliency after the second
stages.
As the second stage, we learn the emotional approachwith-
drawal behaviors associated with a saliency object in the prime
fixation area detected by the first stage. More specifically, we
compute divergence and rotation using optical flow around the
attentive object at each video frame t. An approach to a single
object can be identified by zooming in on the object, and this has
the same effect on the divergence of flow vectors surrounding
the center point of the object [29]. Inversely, avoidance of
a single object associated with withdrawal behaviors can be
estimated by the convergence, which is tantamount to zooming
out from the object.
To compute the divergence, we first compute the flow using
multi-scale block-based matching between adjacent frames.
Then, the flow is standardized as six primitive optical flow
patterns [29]: 1) rotation around a vertical axis; 2) rotation
around a horizontal axis; 3) approach toward an object; 4)
rotation around the optical axis of the image plane; and 5) and
6) complex hyperbolic flows. Given the motion vector field, the
velocity ep at the pixel p(x, y) can be represented as
ep = ep0 + χ¯(p− p0), (5)
where ep0 = (u1, u2)
T is the velocity at pixel p0 and χ¯ is the
matrix defined as
χ¯ =
[
χ1 χ3
χ2 χ4
]
. (6)
Then χ¯ can be decomposed to
χ¯ =
1
2
(d1D1 + d2D2 + h1H1 + h2H2), (7)
where the four matrices are defined as follows:
D1 =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, D2 =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
, H1 =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
, H2 =
[
0 1
1 0
]
,
(8)
5Fig. 3. Overview of the motivation component. From an image at each video time t, visual attention is detected in the human cortex by the saliency
maps. Under the area covered by the binary saliency map, the emotional approach-withdrawal behaviors associated with the attentive object are
calculated using optical flow around the object.
Fig. 4. Motivation component examples. (a) Raising a hand while inter-
acting with a mobile phone has only positive effects on the value for the
component, while (b) laying down has the effect of decreasing values in
the situation, and (c) moving a hand slightly and rotating a pen has a
complex motivational effect on the component.
where d1 = χ1 +χ4 and d2 = χ2 +χ3 refer to divergent and ro-
tating optical flows, respectively. h1 = χ1−χ4 and h2 = χ2+χ3
refer to different types of hyperbolic optical flows. The velocity
of the motion vector field can be approximately characterized
by six parameters: u1, u2, d1, d2, h1, h2. Given an optical flow
field of the attentive object, we estimate the parameter vector
using (7) and the least squared error method. The parameter u1
is associated with right and left rotations, u2 is associated with
heading up and down, d1 is associated with approaching the
object, and the last three parameters indicate combined motion.
Using the six parameters, we compute the motivation com-
ponent o(Sit) at time t as follows:
o(Sit) = exp(
X∑
x=0
Y∑
y=0
(d1(x,y)/(d2(x,y) + h1(x,y) + h2(x,y)))), (9)
where X and Y denote the width and height of the optical flow
field of the attentive object. The motivation component o(Sit) in
(9) increases when approaching an object; otherwise, it remains
near zero. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4a, raising a hand
while interacting with a mobile phone has only positive effects
on the values for the component, but laying down decreases
values in the situation. Fig. 4b shows minimal values reflecting
non-emotional behaviors.
3.1.3 Contentment Component of an Affective Situation
We used time-varying situation lengths to reveal a connection
between a user’s emotion and his/her intent to adapt to a
situation, reflecting self-contentment. We model the emotional
contentment of the situation by deriving the function l(Sit) at
time t as follows:
l(Sit) = λ1 log(δ(t)− λ2) + λ3, (10)
where λ1, λ2, and λ3 determine the shape of the function l(Sit).
The function has logistic growth until the maximum length Ti
while staying in situation i.
3.2 Arousal and Valence Model
To model arousal, the function A(Sit) uses the weighted av-
erages to integrate the contribution of the motion m(Sit) and
contentment l(Sit) along with an image sequence in an affective
situation at time t. The function is convolved with a sufficiently
long smoothing window to merge neighboring local maxima of
the components through a moving average filter; the result is
normalized to a range of 0 to 1.
A(Sit) = α1m(S
i
t)
mmax
+ α2
l(Sit)
lmax
, (11)
where αw are the coefficients for weighting the two functions
with
∑2
w=1 αw = 1.
The Compatibility criterion requires that the affect curve
generated by combining the arousal and valence time should
cover an area in the valence-arousal coordinate system that has
a parabolic shape resembling the 2D emotion space. Clearly,
this criterion requires the values of arousal and absolute values
of valence to be related; thus, in general, the range of arousal
values determines the range of absolute valence values [10].
We, therefore, start the development of the valence model by
defining the function r(Sit) that captures this value range de-
pendence considering the value of arousal A(Sit) at the current
time t
r(Sit) = sign(l(Sit))A(Sit), (12)
V (Sit) = ν1 r(S
i
t)
rmax
+ ν2
o(Sit)
omax
, (13)
where r(Sit) implies that the negativity of the expected feeling
mainly is determined by the amount of emotional contentment
in a situation. If a subject wants to avoid the situation, l(Sit)
would become a small value and the expected feeling would
tend to be negative. Based on this function A(Sit), the valence
value V(Sit) is determined by the motivation component o(Sit).
The function V(Sit) is smoothed with the same moving average
filter as the function A(Sit). Note that νi are the weighted
averages of r(Sit) and V(Sit), respectively.
3.3 Affective Situation Representation
We represent affective situations over 2D emotion space from
valence and arousal values learned by the above calculation. We
used the set of two emotional values to fit a Gaussian process
regression (GPR) model, which is a nonparametric kernel-based
6probabilistic model that uses a linear basis function and the
exact fitting method to estimate the parameters of the GPR
model. This results in the production of the affective curve
as a representation of an emotional trace along a situation, as
perceived by a human.
4 REAL-WORLD EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the performance of our system for labeling emotion,
we conducted real-world experiments on university life. An
wearable device was designed and distritued to participants to
gather frontal images, EEG signals, and accelerometer signals
in their daily life. From this information, the Affective Situation
Dataset S is developed, consisting of the gathered data and
a subset Sζ ⊂ S, which has labels rated by the SAM. The
dataset Sζ was used to evaluate the proposed system, which
is compared to other state-of-the-art methods in the following
section.
4.1 Device Configuration
We designed a simple, easily wearable device (Fig. 5a) such
that users could act freely in everyday situations while the
device simultaneously, correctly collects their emotions. Since
human affect is sophisticated and subtle, it is vulnerable to
personal, social, and contextual attributes. The noticeability
and visibility of wearable devices could elicit unnecessary and
irrelevant emotions, while recording of human affect should
be unobtrusive when measured in the natural environment.
To design an unobtrusive device, we imitated the design of
existing easy-to-use wireless headsets. We note that the term
“unobtrusive device” means that it is not easily noticed or
does not draw attention to itself; it does not imply that our
device aims to be small or concealable. This easy-to-use device
provides comfort and performance to users during long-term
activities.
Our device consists of multimodal sensors to capture vari-
ous affects surrounding daily life as follows:
• Frontal Camera for Collecting Visual Content: Visual
information has been widely used to detect situations
faced by an experimental participant. Analysis of scenes
and activities in camera images has provided under-
standing of this contextual information. Hence, in our
system, a small frontal viewing camera with a 30 fps
sampling rate was used to record the images.
• Small Physiological Sensor to Capture Human Affect:
Patterns of physiological changes have been increas-
ingly analyzed in the context of affect recognition. To
evaluate the reliability of the affective labels predicted
by our system, we analyzed the distinctiveness of phys-
iological signals as categorized by the predicted labels.
We used a two-channel EEG sensor for the left and
right hemispheres, with sampling rates of 250 Hz using
OpenBCI, a tool that has been applied successfully in
several works [30], [31].
4.2 Experimental Procedure
The participants were 13 male and three female students aged
22-35 (27.3±4.53) years. Participants evaluated our system in
a real-world experiment related to school life. They performed
more than one common task of a university student, such as
taking/teaching classes, conducting research, or having discus-
sions with colleagues. Participants were required to wear our
device for 6 hours per day in their daily work environment, for
up to 45 days, with $10 compensation per day.
Participants were asked to engage in free, normal activity
over the course of their days. While wearing the device, affec-
tive situations are constructed and labeled as pairs of valence
and arousal ratings on an affective curve. The modeling of
TABLE 1
Overview of the dataset contents
Number of participants 16
Avg. number of sitations (S) 184.5
Avg. number of SAM-rated situations (Sζ ) 74.25
Avg. number of durations (minute) per situation 17.4
Rating values Valence: -3 to 3
Arousal: 0 to 6
Recorded signals 2-channel EEG
Frontal images
Accelerometer
affective situations and their representation as affective curves
are respectively described in Sections 3 and 5.1. To evaluate
the performance of our system, the participants performed self-
assessment of their valence and arousal levels in relation to the
affective situations using the web-based SAM, scaled from 0 to
6 for arousal and -3 to 3 for valence. They were asked to rate
their feelings spontaneously each day if they had encountered
any situation where a certain visual content elicited a specific
feeling. In our work, visual content is gathered by the proposed
wearable device–book, coffee cup, media device including cell
phone, research paper, or monitor. In addition, every five
days, we manually retrieved unrated situations containing the
visual content which the participant had chosen previously as
emotional stimuli and asked the users to rate their feelings
in the situation if they could recall them. This procedure was
approved by the authors Institutional Review Board (IRB) in
Human Subjects Research.
Different modalities in our wearable device should theoret-
ically start recording at the same time. In practice, however,
sensor measurements are sometime missed for reasons such as
battery status or user’s mistake. For these reasons, in our im-
plementation we interpolate the missed sensor measurements,
so that all measurements are available at the time an image
capture begins.
4.3 Affective Situation Dataset
The Affective Situation Dataset S = (S1, . . . ,SNs) is a set of
affective situations collected using the above procedure. Subset
Sζ ⊂ S, which has a pair of valence (V) and arousal (A) ratings
rated by the SAM, consists of the SAM-rated Situation Dataset.
The affective labels (V,A) of situations were used as ground
truth to estimate the parameters of our system and evaluate its
performance. The duration T of all situations was determined
manually by three annotators, who spent 2.4 (±1.2) minute
per situation. The inter-rater reliability was measured using
interclass correlation (ICC); the result was 0.78. The average
duration from the three annotators was ultimately used for
each situation. Fig. 5 summarizes the affective situation dataset.
Fig. 5b shows some example images for the dataset S from
our real-world experiments. The distribution of the SAM-rated
situations, which consist of Sζ in different ratings for valence
and arousal, is shown in Fig. 5e. Table 1 gives an overview of
the dataset contents.
5 EXPERIMENTS USING THE AFFECTIVE SITUA-
TION DATASET
With the Affective Situation Dataset, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of our system for labeling emotions compared with the
labels rated by the SAM. Furthermore, the distinctiveness of
EEG signals categorized by different labels was also evaluated
by comparing it with other state-of-the-art methods.
7Fig. 5. Wearable device configuration and overview of the Affective Situation Dataset. (a) Wearable device configuration. The location of two
electrodes (F3, F4) on the 10-20 international system. (b) Affective Situation Dataset S and its subset Sζ which contains SAM-rated situations. (c)
Example images from the dataset S. (d) Proportion of the subset Sζ and the dataset S. Ns = 378 for the subject 1. (e) Distribution of SAM-rated
situations in valence and arousal labels on the subset Sζ .
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Fig. 6. Accuracy results of valence and arousal ratings by the proposed
system with respect to (a) and (b)λ1, (c)α1, and (d)ν1
5.1 Parameter Setting of A-Situ
To model affective situations and represent them as affective
curves, the parameters introduced in Section 3 for each par-
ticipant were set through a five-fold cross-validation scheme,
except λ2 and λ3. These parameters were set to 2 and -1,
indicating that the contentment component has a minimum
value of −1/lmax at the first frame in a situation. mmax, lmax,
rmax, and omax are determined by the maximum values during
every five days.
Fig. 6 shows the results from the five-fold cross-validation
in terms of valence and arousal rating distances between the
SAM and A-Situ with respect to different parameters α1, λ1,
and ν1. Because an affective curve represents affective dynamics
in a spatiotemporal situation and consists of multiple pairs of
affective labels, it is difficult to directly compare them with
a pair of SAM ratings, in which the valence and the arousal
ratings are a pair of discrete values for representing an emotion
in the same situation. For comparison, we calculate root-mean-
squared-errors (RMSEs) of a pair of affective labels scaled 0 to
6 over all participants, as follows:
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
(yˆi − yi)2, (14)
where Ns is the numbers of situations in Sζ , yˆi is the mean
value of pairs of the predicted affective labels (V , A), and yi
is a pair of ground truth labels in situation i ∈ Sζ . Note that
0 represents negative, 3 neutral, and 6 positive valence ratings;
and 0 represents neutral, 3 represents low, and 6 represents high
arousal ratings.
While αw and λw (w = 1, 2) determine the arousal value
A(Sit), the valence value V(Sit) is determined by the parameters
λw and νw. The parameter λ1 determines when the contentment
component l(Sit) in (10) becomes zero; this directly affects
the sign of the valence value V(Sit) and increment of the
arousal value A(Sit). With a smaller λ1 value, the contentment
component l(Sit) becomes zero and the valence sign V(Sit)
becomes positive at an earlier t. As shown in Fig. 6a, the highest
performance on valence ratings was 0.5, and two other points,
0.25 and 0.75, were the next highest parameters for valence
ratings. Conversely, the distances between arousal ratings are
minimized after 0.5 for most participants, as shown in Fig. 6b.
The parameter α1 and its counterpart α2(= 1 − α1) determine
the level of arousal in terms of the motion and contentment
components. The results reveal that the proposed system has
the best performance for arousal ratings at between 0.7 and 0.8
for most participants (see Fig. 6c) with respect to α1. Distances
beyond this range remain almost the same when α1 is greater
than 0.85 and less than 0.4. The parameter ν1 and its counterpart
ν2(= 1− ν1) determine the level of valence. With a large value
of ν1, the resulting valence may not properly represent the
emotion associated with approach-withdrawal behaviors. As
shown in Fig. 6d, the performance of our proposed system
fluctuates significantly when the parameter ν1 is varied. We
set α1 and ν1 to be 0.75 and 0.5 for all participants and λ1 was
chosen from 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 to yield the minimum distance
for each individual in each of the following experiments.
5.2 EEG Preprocessing and Setup for Classification
As a preprocessing step, high-pass filtered with a 2-Hz cutoff
frequency using the EEGlab toolbox and the same blind source
separation technique for removing eye artifacts were applied. A
constrained independent component analysis (cICA) algorithm
8was applied to refine the signal removing motion artifacts [32].
The cICA algorithm is an extension of ICA and has been
applicable in cases in which prior knowledge of the underlying
sources is available [33].
EEG signals are vulnerable to motion artifacts [34]. Rather
than separating and removing motion artifacts in EEG signals
occurred by body movement [35], [36], we developed a strategy
to get better-quality EEG signals by abandoning signals highly
correlated with motion artifacts. To execute this strategy, we
subdivided EEG signals into two groups separated by the
accelerometer data Eit ranged from 0 to 1 in (4). From each
of the two groups, we extract the following EEG features: 1)
mean power, 2) maximum amplitude, 3) standard deviation of
the amplitude, 4) kurtosis of the amplitude, and 5) skewness
of the amplitude. These features are metrics to describe the key
characteristics of clean EEG [37]. After representing the features
in two-dimensional space using principal component analysis
(PCA), we compute the Bhattacharyya distance between the
two groups over the two-dimensional space. The optical G(·) is
determined as a differentiator between the clean EEG and the
contaminated EEG, based on the maximum distance between
the two groups.
Recent studies on extracting EEG-based features in emotion
recognition have categorized these features into three domains:
time, timefrequency, and frequency [38]. Among these, fre-
quency domain features have been the most popular, assum-
ing that the signal remains stationary for the duration of a
trial. Hence, we used frequency domain features introduced
in [39]:higher-order spectra (HOS) and power spectral density
(PSD) features in different frequency bands. HOS features have
been used to analyze human emotion as a spectral represen-
tation of higher-order moments or cumulants of a signal [39].
Specifically, we used the mean of bicoherence in four frequency
bandstheta (47 Hz), alpha (813 Hz), beta (1429Hz), and gamma
(3045 Hz)to study the efficacy of affective labels to categorize
EEG signals. Bicoherence is the normalized bispectrum of a sig-
nal x(t). Signals are divided into 1-s non-overlapping segments.
Within each segment, data are Hanning windowed and Fourier
transformed. Then, the bispectrum B(ω1, ω2) is mathematically
defined as
B(ω1, ω2) = X(ω1)X(ω2)X
∗(ω1 + ω2), (15)
where X(ω) is the Fourier transform of the signal x(t) and
X∗(ω) is its complex conjugate. Note that the bispectrum
preserves phase information of the different components of
the signal x(t). Two frequency components X(ω1) and X(ω2)
are phase coupled when there exists a third component at a
frequency of ω1 + ω2. The bicoherence bc(ω1, ω2) is defined as
bc(ω1, ω2) =
|B(ω1, ω2)|√
P (ω1)P (ω2)P (ω1 + ω2)
, (16)
where P (ωi) is the power spectrum at ωi. It quantifies the extent
of phase coupling between two frequency components. The
resulting frequency resolution is 1 Hz on at both the ω1 and ω2
axis. The mean magnitude of bc(ω1, ω2) in the four frequency
bands is computed as
bavgc (q1, q2) =
1
L
∑
q1
∑
q2
bc(q1, q2), (17)
where q1 and q2 are frequency bands and L(q1,q2) is the number
of frequency components in q1 and q2. Power features of the
PSD are estimated using Welchs method [39] and divided into
the four frequency bands. The bavgc and the mean power of the
four frequency bands are used to analyze the correlates of the
affective labels with EEG signals.
Fig. 7. Affective states subdivided by low(LA), mid(MA), and high(HA)
arousal and negative(NV), neutral(UV), and positive(PV) valence rat-
ings, for all participants over different affective states in the dataset S.
Dashed lines indicate individual participants, and a solid red line is the
mean curve of all participants.
5.3 Evaluated Methods
The efficiency of affective labels provided by our system to
discriminate different states in EEG-based emotion recogni-
tion was evaluated by subject-dependent classification perfor-
mance using HOS and PSD features through a five-fold cross-
validation scheme for all participants. As shown in Fig. 7, we
subdivided affective labels over the valencearousal space into
low, mid, and high states for arousal and negative, neutral,
and high state for valence. We should note that the results
of the ANOVA tests for the bicoherence magnitudes and the
PSD in the four frequency bands of the affective states were
low p-values (lower than 0.05), except the beta frequency band
(p=0.0679). The p-values resulted from the bicoherence magni-
tudes in all frequency bands, and PSD in the theta, alpha and
gamma frequencies indicated that the three frequency bands
appear to be significantly different from emotional states. These
results imply that PSD and bicoherence can be used effectively
as physiological features to classify emotions.
For the classification process, we choose two classifiers: a
support vector machine (SVM) and a ConvLSTM, both of which
have been used widely in emotion recognition [38]. For SVMs,
we extract the PSD and bicoherence features bc(ω1, ω2) in the
four frequency bands, use mutual information for feature selec-
tion, and take the selected features as input for classification.
For ConvLSTMs, the PSD features in the four frequency bands
are fed into ConvLSTMs, as in [15] to classify the affective
states. To compare classification results, the following models
are trained by the two classifiers and evaluated on Affective
Situation Dataset S.
5.3.1 Baseline I
The model is trained on the dataset Sζ ; which labels in affective
situations were rated by the SAM. To compare the performance
with the other two methods, the model is evaluated on the
datasets of both Sζ and S.
5.3.2 Baseline II
For the algorithm, like [19], we replace shot lengths with Ti for
situation i. The sound energy and pitch-average components
are excluded from computation of affective labels, since dataset
S does not include any sound. The model is trained and evalu-
ated on both Sζ and S. Since the model only rates arousal labels,
9Fig. 8. Mean RMSEs of all SAM-rated situations on dataset Sζ between
predicted labels and ground truth labels, scaled 0 to 6 over valence
(red) and arousal (blue) dimensions. Note that 0 represents negative,
3 neutral, and 6 positive valence ratings, while 0 represents neutral, 3
low, and 6 high arousal ratings.
Fig. 9. Comparisons of classification results between the proposed
system and Baselines I & II methods on the dataset Sζ .
evaluation is carried out to classify affective states associated
with arousal: low-arousal (LA), mid-arousal (MA), and high-
arousal (HA) states.
5.3.3 Our Proposed Model
Our proposed model is trained, and evaluated on both Sζ and
S, for which labels were computed by A-Situ in Section 3.
5.4 Experimental Results
Fig. 8 shows the mean RMSEs of all SAM-rated situations on
dataset Sζ between labels predicted by the proposed system
and ground truth labels as rated by the SAM. Note that 0
represents negative, 3 neutral, and 6 positive valence ratings,
while 0 represents neutral, 3 low, and 6 high arousal ratings.
The mean accuracies for valence and arousal ratings between
the two labels were respectively 2.42 (±0.59) and 2.27 (±0.7),
equivalent to 65.42% and 67.57% in terms of normalized RMSE.
In both cases, neutral ratings had smallest errors; while higher
ratings on arousal had more similarity, negative ratings on
valence had larger errors with larger standard deviations. We
should affirm that A-Situ does not aim to evaluate affective
labels at the same precision level as the SAM ratings; instead,
the primary purpose of the proposed system is to provide
reliable emotion labels associated with physiological character-
istics derived from psychological behaviors.
Fig. 9 and 10 show the evaluation results for the two sets of
affective situations. For dataset Sζ , as shown in Fig. 9, our sys-
tem performed comparably to Baseline I. Although it achieved
slightly worse results than Baseline I when 0.2<FP<0.6, these
two methods perform equally well overall on the dataset. These
results can be attributed to the fact that the labels provided
Fig. 10. Comparisons of classification results between the proposed
system and Baselines I & II methods on the dataset S.
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Fig. 11. Mean classification results of seven affective states over V-A
emotion space for all participants on the dataset S.
by our proposed system categorize EEG signals associated
with different emotions. Although the predicted labels obtained
from our system have different interpretation from the SAM
ratings by the Baseline I for rating real-world situations (see
Fig. 8), the classifiers based on our system achieve similar
performance to those based on the SAM ratings. In contrast,
the results of the Baseline II method are the worst for all cases;
this can be explained by noting that the use of optical flow-
based motion components alone has less discriminative power
to classify physiological patterns in various situations.
Fig. 10 shows the ROC curves for dataset S. Overall, the
proposed system performed favorably in classifying emotional
states with higher area under the curve (AUC) than any of the
baseline methods. Although ConvLSTMs increased the distinc-
tiveness in order to classify EEG signals labeled by Baseline
I, the two methods are less discriminative than the proposed
method in terms of AUC. This superior performance by our
system demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed system
for overcoming intra-subject variability in EEG signals. The
classifiers more reliably learn physiological patterns in EEG
signals associated with affective states predicted by our model
than do those rated by the SAM. Furthermore, these results
imply that the proposed system performs robustly in real-world
environments with their many different possible situations.
Fig. 11 shows accuracy across the classification of the seven
affective states (HANV, HAPV, LANV, LAPV, LAUV, MANV,
and MAPV, as shown in Fig. 7) subdivided by our system’s
predicted labels for dataset S. The results from all partici-
pants averaged 63.57% and 65.71% for SVMs and ConvLSTMs,
respectively. The LAUV state archived the highest accuracy
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Fig. 12. The four most frequent affective situations. Example images,
accumulated emotion points over valence and arousal points, and the
means of the motivation, motion, and contentment components for all
participants.
when using both classifiers, implying that when participants
are in the LAUV, experiencing calm, relaxed feelings, they have
distinct activation patterns from when they are in the other
states. In terms of performance by the two classifiers, ConvL-
STMs achieved stable results with higher accuracies and lower
standard deviations over all states. For the MANV, MAPV, and
HANV states, our SVMs yielded lower accuracies than did the
results from ConvLSTMs. This can be attributed to the fact
that the percentages of affective situations rated as low arousal
(between 0 and 3) were higher than the others in dataset S
(see Fig. 5), which could lead to SVMs becoming overfit and
overconfident to some labels, such as low arousal states.
6 CASE STUDY ON AFFECTIVE SITUATION
DATASET
The proposed A-Situ provides affective labels underlying phys-
iological characteristics associated with psychological phenom-
ena. Since the framework outputs a set of affective labels in a
spatiotemporal situation, pairs of labels on the affective curve
contain emotional traces in response to the affective content of
a situation. Fig. 7 shows affective curves created by combining
the arousal and valence curves in (11) and (13). Each curve
represents the emotional representation of affective situations
in the everyday life of a participant. The parabolic shape
of the mean curve covers the VA emotion space, except for
some emotions characterized by neutral valence and high-level
arousal.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the model, we show
some interesting cases that involve analyzing physiological
characteristics. We choose the four most frequent situations:
“Working on a computer”, “Studying at a desk”, “Drinking
coffee”, and “Interacting with a media device” on the dataset
S. Fig. 12 shows example images, accumulated valence and
arousal labels over valencearousal dimension, and the three
components.
The situation “Studying at a desk” drew affective curves
around the valence and arousal values between -1 and 1 and
between 0 and 1.3, respectively; these low scores were due to
results from the motion and motivation components rather than
the contentment component (see Fig. 12c). This phenomenon
indicates that most participants in this situation spent longer
sitting stationary than in other situations to keep concentrating
while studying. This activity in the situation yielded lower
motivation and motion components but a higher contentment
TABLE 2
Mean Spearman’s correlation coefficients of valence and arousal
ratings with EEG spectral power in the four frequency bands (theta,
alpha, beta, and gamma) for all participants.
Valence Arousal
Frequency F3 F4 F3 F4
Theta 0.31(±0.04) 0.22(±0.11) 0.12(±0.09) 0.17(±0.08)
Alpha 0.37(±0.11) 0.26(±0.12) 0.22(±0.15) 0.26(±0.05)
Beta 0.04(±0.06) 0.17(±0.05) 0.02(±0.14) 0.11(±0.05)
Gamma 0.12(±0.08) 0.21(±0.12) 0.17(±0.08) 0.23(±0.09)
component. Negative affect occurs when participants have
low motivation and contentment components, leading them to
stop studying and leave the situation earlier than usual. Such
thwarted goals incur negative feeling such as frustration.
The situation “Working on a computer monitor” drew
similar affective curves to “Studying at a desk,” but had
larger values for the motion component than the latter. This
indicates that interaction with a computer monitor, such as
exploring/searching websites, lead to larger motion changes
in display than “Studying at a desk”, but smaller than the other
activities, with correspondingly higher/lower arousal values.
The situation “Drinking coffee” includes activities whose af-
fective curves were affected by the motivation and contentment
components. When participants stayed in their circumstances
and drank coffee while interacting with other factors, the two
components had high values, resulting in a high valence score.
For example, approaching (drinking) a cup of coffee, reading
a book, and hanging out with friends led to increased values
of the two components, which resulted from the movements
of either hand while approaching the coffee cup or other
movements during the long sequence of the situation. Since this
personalization determines the degree of the valence score, this
score was highly variable, with a standard deviation of ±0.7.
The situation “Interacting with a media device” includes
activities where participants interact with several digital me-
dia, such as playing PC games, watching YouTube videos, or
posting on the social media. This situation had the highest
variance in valence and arousal scores, and the contentment
and motion components were spread wider than the motivation
component. The level of acceptance of frequent motion of
objects in media and playing or using them for a long time led
to changes in valence and arousal scores. Negative affect such
as frustration can occur when participants have low motivation
and contentment components, implying loss of interest and
leaving the situation earlier than usual when they thwart their
own goals, such as through an unexpected loss in a game.
6.1 Analysis of Physiological Characteristics
We have shown the efficacy of affective curves as reliable emo-
tion labels. However, this finding is limited to the clarification
of affective labels reflecting physiological characteristics; that
is, it only shows the distinctiveness of EEG signals associated
with the labels, which were produced based on psychological
measurements. Therefore, we investigated the statistical rela-
tionship between EEG spectral power in the four frequency
bands from two electrodes (F3, F4) and the affective labels
for bridging the gap between psychological measurements and
physiological evidence.
Table 2 indicates that the alpha frequency components have
higher correlations to both ratings than the other frequencies.
Since our dataset contains participants’ hand movements, the
motor cortex activation related to the movements can be cor-
related with either valence or arousal ratings, because Mu
rhythms (811 Hz) activated by movements in the motor cortex
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TABLE 3
Mean Pearson’s correlation coefficients of the three components
(motion, motivation, and contentment) with EEG spectral power in the
four frequency bands (theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) for all
participants.
Motion Motivation Contentment
Frequency F3 F4 F3 F4 F3 F4
Theta 0.14 0.08 0.19 0.13 0.05 0.07
Alpha -0.08 0.01 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.13
Beta 0.05 -0.07 -0.08 -0.05 0.03 0.09
Gamma 0.27 0.21 -0.12 0.03 0.11 0.05
TABLE 4
Mean percentages of significant causation (p < 0.05) from the three
(motion, motivation, and contentment) components to EEG spectral
power in the four frequency bands (theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) for
all participants.
Motion Motivation Contentment
Frequency F3 F4 F3 F4 F3 F4
Theta 0.44 0.38 0.39 0.33 0.35 0.19
Alpha 0.38 0.31 0.63 0.48 0.21 0.16
Beta 0.11 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.14 0.12
Gamma 0.37 0.21 0.22 0.31 0.12 0.07
area have strong associations with the alpha frequency compo-
nents.
However, this does not imply psychological measure-
ments in hand movements are uncorrelated with physiolog-
ical changes. To determine if the alpha frequency band is
contaminated by hand movements or correlated with psy-
chological measurements in action, we computed correlation
coefficients between the power of the four frequency bands and
the three components. Table 3 shows the correlation between
physiological brain activity and the affective states, for each
component. As we described in Section 3, the motion and
motivation components may potentially be influenced by the
movements; however, only the motivation component reflects
a subject’s approach behaviors in psychology and quantifies
them in valence ratings. Together with the coefficient values
in the alpha frequency band associated with the motion and
motivation components, the association between physiological
changes in the alpha frequency band and psychological mea-
surements from the movements cannot be a result of motor
cortex activation, since Mu rhythms (811 Hz) are related to
the activation and were only positively associated with the
motivation component, and not with the motion component.
The characteristics of the brain signals under different affec-
tive labels were investigated and analyzed by the above correla-
tion. EEG-based statistical analysis revealed that physiological
responses correlate to continuous affective labels.
6.2 Discussion
Our empirical study showed that the proposed A-Situ can
provide affective labels underlying emotional behaviors based
on visual measurement and showed the efficacy of affective
curves as a reliable representation for labeling emotions. Since
our system is underlain by a particular motivational theory,
however, it may not cover all of the complexity or real emotion.
For instance, some negative emotions such as anger cannot be
measured instantly by our system, since they involve approach
to (as opposed to avoidance of) negative stimuli. Some emo-
tions related to high arousal and low movement (i.e., fear and
freezing) may not be labeled as the same precision at as the
SAM ratings in the valence-arousal dimensional space.
Nevertheless, our system enables people to understand how
their emotions change when they feel under the situation, since
the proposed labeling system outputs a set of affective labels in
a spatiotemporal situation rather than a single universal set of
labels. Each participant had their own emotional behaviors to
recognize and deal with emotion, and such responses could be
represented as continuous pairs of labels on their own affective
curve by our system. The pairs of labels on an affective curve
contain emotional traces in response to the affective situation,
enabling our system to provide a better understanding of
affective perception in a situation than existing subjective self-
reports do.
Though EEG-based statistical analysis, we clarified that the
affective labels contain physiological characteristics originating
from psychological phenomena. In our work, EEG was the most
suitable choice among available physiological measurements,
which also include skin conductance, heart rate, and EMG,
since it measures the brain dynamics that control thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors. Using functional near-infrared spec-
troscopy(fNIRS) can be an alternative brain sensor to describe
emotion elicitation mechanism [40]. However, its low temporal
resolution compared to EEG has limited to measure the brain
dynamics associated with emotional changes.
7 CONCLUSION
Here, we presented a computational framework called A-Situ
that provides affective labels for real-life situations, defining the
term “affective situation” as a specific arrangement of affective
entities people encounter, interact with, and which elicit some
emotional response in the people. Our system showed effi-
cacy at capturing EEG-based physiological characteristics and
understanding psychological behaviors as measured by our
proposed wearable device, based on real-world experiments.
Modeling affective situations allows us to better understand
the contents of human interactions, and representing these
situations can determine the level of an interactants expected
feelings based on the interaction. Therefore, our framework
helps to bridge the semantic gap between cognitive and affec-
tive perception in real-world situations.
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